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Diamagnetic drift effects are predicted to stabilize tearing modes 
at intermediate values of Δ' (Ara 1978, Migliuolo 1991).
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• The extended-MHD system we are solving is

with:

• Cold-ions:               ,                  ,                   ,                ,                 ,

• Assume electrons are isothermal:

We use NIMROD to solve the extended MHD equations with an 
assumption of cold ions to eliminate ion gyroviscous effects and 

isothermal electrons.
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• Time is normalized to Alfven time at x=0

• Lundquist number and magnetic Prandtl number set by elecd and iso_visc

• Ion skin-depth is controlled by chrg_input, electron skin-depth is related

• Minimum wavenumber controlled by ymax, although larger k not excluded

• Electron diamagnetic drift effects controlled by several terms

Within the framework of this model, we have the freedom to 
normalize the equations and identify the key parameters.
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• Equilibrium can support pressure gradients with and without magnetic 
shear to eliminate tearing drive

• Perfectly conducting boundaries at

• L
N

-1 is varied with δp, length scale is fixed:

We use a trigonometric equilibrium that is similar to previous 
ones used to study drift-tearing modes [Grasso et. al. 2001].

With Shear:

No Shear:
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The tearing stability parameter Δ' can be varied with kL
S
 and L/L

S
 

but we use L/L
S
=3.135≲π to be able to scan a wide range of Δ'.

• Sheared fields without pressure gradient have

• The peak at small k corresponds to the breakdown of the constant-Ψ 
approximation when Δ'δ~O(1)
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Tearing modes show increased growth rate with L
N

-1 at low d
i
 but 

appear to be reduced when the mode frequency becomes 
comparable to the growth rate.

• Cases shown here have

• The increased growth rate at low d
i
 may be due to changes in Δ' with L

N
-1

Note the left plot y-axis is linear, while the right plot y-axis is logarithmic
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The drift-tearing mode growth rate scales near the S-3/5 scaling 
expected for MHD at small β and d

i
, while the frequencies 

increase marginally with S.
• Cases shown here have

• There is little observable dependence on L
N

-1 for the S-scaling

Note the left plot y-axis is linear, while the right plot y-axis is logarithmic
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As the diamagnetic drift effects increase with L
N

-1, the mode 

develops drift-tearing features.
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In certain cases, a faster growing mode appears later in the 
simulation that appears to be spatially well-resolved with the 
dominant magnetic perturbation parallel to the guide field.
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• Using:               ,                  ,                   ,                ,                 ,

• System is closed with the low frequency Ampere's law

• Note that even though we have 7 equations and 7 unknowns, the 
divergence constraint makes one of them unnecessary

• Also, we can use compressibility as a variable instead of V
y

The linearized extended MHD equations used in NIMROD 
produces a system of 6 unknowns.
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• All quantities are normalized, n^(x) captures density variation, n^(0)=1

The normalized system depends on only a few parameters; WKB 
analysis turns this into a matrix system that has 6 normal modes.
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The decoupling condition eliminates fast magnetosonic waves 
from the system and a WKB analysis yields a simple dispersion 

relation for resistive-drift waves.
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An equilibrium without magnetic shear also shows unstable 
modes with similar characteristics.

• Well-resolved modes with similar features to the one observed in the 
equilibrium with shear are found in a shear-free equilibrium

• Simulations often show no growing modes for quite some time or develop a 
high-k

y
 numerical mode that grows very fast and dominates the system

• The mode growth rate increases slightly with S, although we may not yet 
be in an asymptotic regime for the mode
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• The analytics predict that the growth rate is maximized for small values of 
k

||
 across several distinct values of resistivity

• The modes in NIMROD show a decreasing growth rate with increasing k
||
/k

⊥
, 

although this is most prevalent at larger total k=k
y

The observed mode shows a scaling with k
||
 that is consistent with 

the predictions from the simple dispersion relation.
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The envelope width gets slightly narrower as k
||
/k

⊥
 increases at 

fixed total k, due to a reduced ω
*e

~k
⊥
; holding k

⊥
 fixed and 

varying k
||
 shows no noticeable change in the width.
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The mode envelope becomes larger as d
i
 increases.
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The envelope width scales inversely with k
y
, suggesting that k

x
 

has a complicated dependence on both k
y
 and ω

*e
~k

y
.
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In the shear-free equilibrium we also see evidence of another 
mode appearing later in time.
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The two-fluid system has 6 different types of modes, but the 
apparent new mode might just be an under-resolved higher-k

y
 

mode as these have been observed distinctly in some cases.

Black circles are higher 
k

y
 modes like the one 

pictured at the right
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• Diamagnetic stabilization of drift-tearing modes is observed when the real 
frequency becomes comparable to the growth rate

– At low d
i
, increasing L

N
-1 increases the growth rate slightly, possibly due 

to changes in Δ'

– It remains to be seen why growth rate is not maximized at maximum Δ'

• A secondary mode that is numerically well-resolved appears in cases with 
and without magnetic shear, believed to be a resistive-drift mode

– Growth rates increase slightly with S, possibly not in asymptotic regime

– Growth rates decrease with larger k
||
, consistent with analytics

– The width of the mode envelope depends on both ω
*e

 and k
y

• Another mode appears in cases without magnetic shear, which might be 
just a higher-k

y
 resistive drift mode or something else altogether

Conclusions
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• Rerun old cases (both drift-tearing and resistive-drift) that showed high-k
y
 

modes with more resolution to see if we can find the right modes

• Perform boundary-layer analysis for drift-tearing modes to identify if a 
stable window in Δ' exists for our system similar to Migliuolo's system

• Examine the dispersion relation of the full system more completely to 
identify the normal modes expected using DISPERSION or Mathematica

– Compare to the observed mode to see if it is physical

Future Work
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